
TRUTH ABOUT THE "DREADNOUGHTS." 
T o  the Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN: 

As a constant reader of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN I 
read with great pleasure your article in the last issue, 
"The Truth About the German 'Dreadnoughts.' '' I 
wish to say that I have always followed the naval con
structions of the different powers very closely, and 
find that your statement is absolutely correct as to the 
numbers of ships laid down by Germany, their arma
ments, etc. 

After having read so many articles about the 
"menace" of the German navy, the exaggerated num
bers of ships laid down by Germany, as seen almost 
daily in the British newspapers, and, sorry to say, 
copied quite extensively by many papers in this coun
try, it is really refreshing to read the plain truth 
which you have so nobly represented to your readers, 
and which, believe me, will not only make the SCI
ENTIFIC AMERICAN the cleanest and most reliable paper 
in this country, but will make it a necessity to every 
reader who reads to learn the truth! 

Cincinnati, O. LOUIS KAYSER. 
• Ie • 

THE NEW GERMAN PHOTOGRAPHY. 
To the Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN: 

I noticed in your last week's issue an article regard
ing a new phonograph invented by Nees, Hamburg, 
Germany. As your article gave but little data on its 
workings" perhaps the following may prove of interest 
to your readers. 

The instrument is a clumsy affair, its waxed record
ing and transmitting cylinder being about ten times 
larger than the ordinary phonograph. The recording, 
however, is made very much like the common type 
of instrument: the vibrations of the stylus are tan
gential to the cylinder. 

In the transmitter no stylus is used, nor vibrating 
diaphragm, but a smooth cylinder revolving synchro
nously with the waxed one, and in contact with it. 
A fine jet of compressed air is directed against the 
line of vibrations on the wax and can only escape 
through the grooves in the wax made by the stylus in 
the recorder. In line with the j et of air is placed the 
horn, thus involving the Characteristics of a syren. 

Washington, D. C. E. H. HAWLEY. 

More About Slgnallng to Mars. 

Prof. Pickering's idea o,f Signaling to Mars by means 
of a huge system of mirrors, which will fiash the sun's 
light rhythmically to our planetary neighbor, seems 
to hav� attracted not a little attention, and to nave 
called fortli other schemes from' more or less e�inent , .  , " , 
scientists. 

Ptof. Pickeringbelleves. that $100,000 shoul.d .be 
spent in preljminary'work before:any attempt is m'ade 
to flash' signals. These preparations wf\l consist in 
the building of a huge tele!,!cope: and in ,'e'�pei-imental 
observ.ations made with the co-operation of the fore: 
most astronomers of the world.' The object �f. this 
preliminary work is to decide whetMr of' not the 
canals of Mars are really artifi<;ial. In all, three 
years' time would be consumed in these preliminaries. 

A cprrespondent of the New York Sun, who states 
that he is a,practical heliograph man, caUs attention 
to a f act which seems to have been ov�rlooked. I7of. 
Pickering. propose'S to make mirrors of such a.sizethat 
they must necessarily be moved by machinery. �His 
idea appears to be that if' they were each ten: feet 
across, 'there would be about 500 of them to the mile. 
The heliograph,man points out that a pocket mirror 
two, inches sq'uare will do just as much work as a 
mirror that is ten feet square. All that any mirror 
can refiect is the single image of the sun. He states 
that it is possible to fiash from 6 to 48 miles with a 
shaving glass., This seems to be borne out by the 
fact' that the standard size of an army,.1leliograph, is 
less than 4 inChes. F{eJ;lce, 10-foot mirrors would 
hardly be any more serviceable than 4-inch mirrors. 
The Sun's correspondent suggests that instead of 
spending $10,000,000 on all', elaborate system of me
chanically-moved mirrors, it will be much cheaper to 
buy 5,000 10-cent mirrors, or to make a bargain with 
any looking-glass manufacturer to se'll' scraps of sil
vered plate glass at least two inches square. An army 
of 5,000 men should then be deployed, stationed ten 
feet apart on the Staked Plains of Texas. They 
should be given a front sight which will enable them 
to aim . at Mars. 

Prof. David Todd of Amherst Coll,ege also intenjis to 
improve the opportunity offered by the earth's' proxim
ity to M.ars next autumn to discover whether or not 
the planet is "really inhabited. He assumes that if 
Mars has inhabitants, and if 'they' are as hitetligent 
as we are, they may possibly attempt to communicate 
with the earth at that time, and that they may employ 
Hertzian waves' for the purpose. It is his plan t6 
take the niost sensitive wireless telegraph receivers he 
can find up. in a balloon, in order to diminish any ob
structive influence that the atmosphere may exert, 
and listen fol' signals in space. We wonder how Prof. 
Todd can tell whether his signals come from Mars, or 
whether the receivers have not simply responded to 
electri{lal·waves sent out from the sun. 

Attention has already been called in these columns 
to Prof. Wood's idea of using a large black spot on 
the white alkali plains, with which signals m ay be 
"winked." According to Prof. Wood, the spot could 
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be made in small sections of black cloth arranged to 
roll up on cylinders, exposing the white ground under
neath, the cylinders being turned simultaneously by 
electric motors. 

Oftlclal MeteorologIcal SUllllllary, NeW' York, N. Y., 
April, 1909. 

Atmospheric pressure: Highest, 30.65; lowest, 29.70; 
mean, 30.06. Temperature: Highest, .. 80; date, 19th; 
lowest, 24; ;',datEr, 11th;, mean'o{ warmest day, 64.5; 
date; 19th; coolest day; il4.5;date, 11th; meano! maxi
mum' for' the'month, 57;1 mean of minimum,' 42; abso
lute mean, 49,5; normali.48.7; excess compared, with 
mean' of ,;i9 years, 0.8., Wa:i'iD�st mean temperat�re of 
April, 54, i¥J,�71; c9tdest meal}, 4i� jn 1814: Absolute 
maximum and minimum for this month for 39 years, 
90 and, 20. ,Avera'ge daily excess since January 1, 2.6. 
Precipita.tion :": 5:93},' �e!l,t�st iIi :21. h�ufs, . �,80; date, 
14th' and 15th; a�erage hf this montIi f �r 39 years, 
3.39. Excess,' -2�54. Accumulated, excess since Janu
ary 1, 1.80. Greatest April precipitation, 7.02, in 1874; 
least, 1.00, in 1881. Snowfall, melting as it feU, 0.08 
inch. Wind: Prevailing direction, northwest; total 
movement, 10,.420 miles; average velocity, 14.5 miles 
per hour; maximum velocity, 83 miles per hour. 
Weather: Clear days, 8; partly cloudy, 8; cloudy; 14. 
In which 0.01 inch or more of precipitation occurred, 
15. Fog (dense), 19th; sleet, 29th; frost, light, 16th, 
25th; heavY,12th; killing, 11th. Thunderstorms, 19th, 
21st, 22nd, 29th. 

• • • 

The (Jurrent Supplelllent. 

There has recently been acquired by the Bavarian 
state railroad for the haulage of motor coaches over 
short distances, a new type of stehm motor which 
<>mbodies' several novel features. T'his new motor 
coach is described and illustrated in the opening arti
cle of the ,current SUPPLEMENT, No. 1741. Mr. Prevost 
Hubbard, of the United States Department of Agri
culture, ' �tributes an authoritative discussion of the 
temporary 'tar and oil binders, emulsions, and similar 
prepsrations as dust preventives. An ingenious ap
paratus for destroying moths is described, which .;tp
paratus consists of nothing more or less than a power
ful searchlight which attracts the moths, and a trap 
fot impounding them. The use of the gyroscope for 
the steadying ,of ,aeroplanes 'is' set forth by Lucien 
Fournier. The cost of electric, heat is estimated ,iIi' 

,the light of the most rec611t-inf'ormation. Sir Oliver 
Lodge sets forth briefly-the modern electrical view 
of matter. Among the minol,"articles may be men

'tianed those on the pew,British battleship "Vanguard," 
"Aerial Flight in Theory and Practice," "Synthetic 
Preparation of Ammonia," "A Home-made Pneumatic 
Elevator," and "A Revolutionary Proposal in Blast Fur
nace Construction." Ptof. Molis.ch describes a method 
of detecting the heat which emanates from living fpU
age. Mr. Lanchester's interesting paper on the Flight 

'of Birds is concluded. S.' H. Higgins writes on the 
Theory of Dyeing. The recent newspaper discussion 
of the habitability of Mars renders timely Mr. F. 'W, 
Henkel's popular article on Life in Other Worlds. The 
usual Engineerin�i Notes, Science Notes, and Trade 
Notes will be found in their accustomed places. 

. .. ' . 

THE PALACE OF MIRAGES. 
BY JACQUES BOYER, 

The apparent multiplication of objects placed :be
tween two parallel mirrors is a well-known optical 
phenomenon. The spectator's image is refiected from 
one polished surface to the other and back again. In
asmuch as at each reflection another image is added 
to the preceding image and the perspective is increased, 
the spectator sees himself infinitely multiplied, at 
least theoretically. 

During the International Exposition of 1900 at Paris, 
E:ugene Henard built a Palace of Illusions_ on the 
Champ de Mars, in which structure refiecting mirrors 
were made to produce endless duplicates of architec
tural effects, electrical ill.umination being employed to 
increase the mystifying 'illusion. Somewhat similar,
but even 'more bewildering, is the Musee Grevin which 
has recently been erected. in Paris. 

Henard's "Palace of Illusions" comprised a hexa
gonal room about twenty meters (65.6 feet) iri diam
eter, the walls of which were mirrors, framed in great 
Moorish arches resting on columns and pedestals lo
cated at the six angles Of the hexagon. A dome car
rie!! on a.rches surmounted the whole. The optical 
repetition of the same architectural motifs created in 
the spectator the illusion of a great number of halls 
extending',endlessly in all directions. In Fig. 1, the 
manner" in which, this ,effect w'as produced is clearly 
shown. The hall' itself is shown in the center of the 
drawing by',�,ross hatch lines, together with the six 
mirrors and the six columns. Immediately surround
ing this hall, the spectator saw six exactly similar 
halls (showndn 'Vertical lines), the result of the first 
re1l.ection. Beyond this first refiection the spectator 
saw a second series of halls (horizontal lines), and 
farther on a third, which in turn was surrounded by 
other hexagons, and so on in an infinite series. 
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Considering only the flrst three repetitions, it will 
be observe'd that six halls are'produced by the first re
flection, twelve by the second and eighteen � the 
third. A man standing in the center will, therefore, 
easily distingUish thirty-six halls comparatively close 
to him, and for the following refiections a still larger 
number of halls, which increases indefinitely. It is 
evident that a ptU'ticular piece of decoration, illumin
ated either with visible electric lamps or by spot· 
lights, will be instantly multiplied in all directions, 
producing a wonderful spectacle. 

The "Palace of Illusions" of 1900 was so illuminated 
that fifteen different luminous effects could be obtained, 
so beautiful that 2,000,000 visitors paid to wonder at" 
the illusion. 

The "Palace of Mirages" is a development of the idea 
which was carried out in the "Palace of Illusions." 
Whereas the "Palace of Illusions'" could boast of only 
a single scheme of decoration, there are no less than 
three such schemes in the "Palace of Mirages"; that 
is, independently of lighting effects, the spectator is 
presented with three absolutely distinct effects. 

This improvement has been effected by Henard by 
ewploying, in addition to six 'large fixed mirrors for 
the walls, twelve smaller revoluble mirrors, which con
stitute the angles of the hexagon, and to which archi
tectural motifs are applied. ,These smaller' mirrors 
are pivotally mounted, so that they can be turned to 
present three different varieties of decorations for 
refiection. In Fig. 2 the principle of the mechanism 
is disclosed. At each of the angles of the hall six 
rotary drums are mounted, carrying six mirrors ar
ranged in pairs, and forming three angles of 120 de
grees each. Each angle of the hexagon also measures 
120 degrees. Hence, by giving the drum one-third cf 
a turn, the entire aspect of the hall and its perspective 

,is changed. By means of a very delicate, el€ctrically· 
controlled mechanism, the six drums can be turned 
either independently or simultaneously. When sta
tionary, the mirrors of the drums complete the angle 
of the hexagon, so that they are apparently part of the 
walls. The dl'ums are actuate!! by, a friction wheel, 
and are stopped without shock by means of a brake of 
special construction.' This precaution is absolutely 
necessary, when it is consldered that even a very slight 
jar might shake oil �h� very elaborate decorations ap
plied to the mirr0l's, 

In order to obtain sharp: contrasts in effects, M. 
Henard has· interpolated a forest scene' between two 
architecturaliIlUSions. ,BY Placing at the six angles 
of the hexagon tree thl'nks¢ different forms, the vast 
number of refientions produced by the mirrors leads 
the spectator to believe that he is the center of for
est avenues radiating from hi)n, It became necessary 
in carryi'rig ',out this scheme to conceal the dome by a 
covering of foliage. ThIs is accomplished by means 
of a fiexible painted fapric, which slides through a 
central ring and ,whiCh is capable of expanding to 
form a ceiling of leaves for the hall. The fabtic is 
dropped by means of wires and invisible counter-
weights. , 

The'three schemes of decoration selected are the fol
lowing:- A Hindutemple,ca forest, an Arabian pa1a('e, 

Although these three' schemes of decoration them· 
selves render it pOSSible to obtain wonderful efffcts, 
Henard has seen, fit to heighten their possibilities by 
electric illumination. In. the Palace of Illusions of 
1900, flfteen different luminoUS ' effects could be ob
tained, bllt in the Palace of Mirages about three times 
l'I,S many are possible. , In, other words, 45 different 

,luminous 'E'ffects are' obtained by means {).��2;50()' colored 
electric lamps, 'of which 1,800 can be simultaneously 
illuminated for the final effect in the last scene. If it 
be considered that the first three refiections produce 
an illusion of 36 halls, then the resulting illumina
tion is equivalent to 36 x 1,800, or 64,800 lamps. 

This system of electrical illumination is supplied 
with direct current of 500 amperes and 110 volts. In 
order to bewilder the spectator as much as possible, 
Henard employs moving as well' as fixed incandescent 
lamps. The moving lamps are tellingly employed in 
the forest reflections. Amid the fOliage shimmering in 
the pale light of the moon, swarms of lumirious butter
flies are seen .beating their wings incessantly. Pres
ently, 'the butterflies 'disappear; and a shower or multi
colored stars drop from the branches. 

The forty-five different luminous effects are obtained 
by means of Q. special switchboard which is nothing 
more nor less than a keyboard having forty-five keys. 
Whenever a key is depressed, a new luminous effect is 
obtained. In other words, the electrician plays on a 
kind of switchboard piano, and changes the illumina
tion at will. 

The manufacture of, the mirrors was no light task. 
It was necessary that they should be absolutely plane 
surfaces, so that no distortions in refiections would be 
produced. 

Had this precaution not been observed, the align
ment of the galleries would ,have been destroyed, and 
with it the 'optical illusion. Furthermore, the i-ides 
of the angles formed by the movable mirrors had to 
coincide exactly with the plane of the fixed mirrors. 
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�ince there are 36 revolving mIrrors, it is evident that 
the difficulty to be surmounted was not insignificant. 
Furthermore, when it is considered that the six large 
fixed mirrors constituting the sides· of, the hexagon 
are enormous, measuring no less than 11 feet by 16 
feet, we are safe in saying that they are the largest of 
their kind which have thus far been manufactured. 

Let us now enter the "Palace of Mirages" and obtain 
some idea, if we can, of the wonderful sights there to 
be seen. 

We pass'ilito a hall of apparently immense size, sur
rounded by mysterious galleries, which lose themselves 
in infinite depths. The roofs of these galleries are 
supported by massive columns in the Hindu style of 
architecture. The columns are surmounted by ele
phants' heads richly carved and studded with gems. 
Around the heads of the elephants great serpents are 
coiled. At one of the angles of the hall looms the 
Hindu Trinity: Vishnu, the conserving god; Brahma, 
the creating god; and Siva, the destroying god The· 
silence of the hall is broken by a few musical chords. 
Suddenly the eyes of the elephants open. The st�mes 
which serve as their eyes and· decorations glow in 
varied colored lights, and the great serpents shimmer 
like emeralds. Vari-colored lights flash from the ceil
ing, and pass through all the shades of the spectrum. 
An immense lotus flower bursts into light in the center 
of the dome. 

The music becom�s wilder, and the colors merge 
into purple and delicate red. The serpents assume a 
scarlet tinge. The scene is like a brief glimpse of 
Inferno. 

A bell sounds. The entire hall is plunged into dark
ness. In the. gloom columns can vaguely be seen as 
they shift. Forms appear and disappear. Suddenly 
the light flares out again, and the spectator finds him
self transported into a forest. As far as the eye can 
E'ee are avenues of oaks, birches, elms, and hawthorns 
in full bloom. A canopy of leaves spreads out above the 
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trunks of the trees. Bushes grow around the trees. A 
soft light filters through the branches. The leaves are 
touched with the gold of autumn. It is a veritable 
enchanted forest. Soft music accompanies this de
lightful vision. Presently a blue butterfly drops from 

changing from an architect· 
nral scene t.o a forest scene, 
it became necessal'y to con
ceal the dome of the hall by 
a cov�ring of foliHge. This 
is accomplishetl hy means of 
a flexible, painted fabric 
which slides through a ring 
and spreads (lut to form a 
canopy of leave!;. 

Fig. t.-How images were multiplied 
. by reflection in "Palace of Illusions." 

The Arabian palace. By playing upon the keyboard shown 
opposite, wonderful luminous effects are obtained • .  

Fig. 2.-Arrangement of revoluble mirrors 
in "Palace of Mirages." 

above, beating its wings. He is followed by a superb 
peacock, and then by a flying cloud of luminous exotic 
moths. A bluish light suffuses the scene. Stars be
gin to appear. One, two, then ten, finally a million, 
apparently drop down from the branches, only to be 
extinguished as they reach the ground. It is like a 
shower of light, a rain of meteors. When the last 
star has fallen and has been extinguished, night de
scends, and complete obscurity reigns once more. 

Another peal of the bell is· heard. The light grad
ually increases. In the faint illumination the spec
tator sees long avenues flanked by columns of luminous 
onyx. He wonders if he is at the court of a Khalif 
or in the Palace of Aladdin. The dome shines like a 
sun. The music of a triumphant march rings through 
the halls. Everything grows brigliter and brighter, 
increasing in brilliancy. Every column scintillates, 
every arch, every capital, every curve, seems outlined 
in sapphires, diamonds, and rubies. Columns seem 
crowned by dia.dems of precious stones. Mad a.rab
esques seem reproduced infinitely. Everywhere stars 
shine as though in an endless firmament. Finally, the 
entire dome blazes forth a brilliant glare of light. 

... I. 

A conference was held at Brussels for repreSSing 
the use of saccharine ill food products or drink. While 
the drug has 400 times the sweetening power of sugar, 
it is dangerous to health and it is desired to prevent 
the fraudulent use of the product. Delegates were 
present from all parts of Europe, and it was decided 
to hold a new conference on the subject at Geneva dur
ing the next spring. A resolution regulating the use 
of saccharine was adopted. Fiscal agents will look 
after the manufacture and destination of the product 
and see where it is employed. In many countries 
of Europe it is brought in by contraband, and in one 
case there was found in a vessel in the Russian port 
of Riga about a ton of saccharine, which would re
place 400 tons of sugar. 

The keyboard by means of which the illumination 
is changed. 

The mechanism by whJch the painted fabric is dropped which serves as the 
leafy l'oof of the central hall in the forest scene. 

The Hindu temple, one 0·' the three optical illusions produced in the " Palace 
of Mirages" by the aid of mirrors. 

THE "PALACE OF MIRAGES." 
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